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Champion
 
We are listening
To the best of the bird
Waxing musical
 
We are seeing
The best of the bird
Waving champion
Amalgamation of feathers
As phenomenal wings
 
Available to fully
Fit into the niche
For the best
Of rocketing flight
Beyond the Milky Way
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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Diamonds
 
Catalogue of perfumes
Extraordinary bliss
 
Excellent
The positions of radiance
 
Absolutely fascinating
Petals waving radiant color
 
Delightful waves
Of the petals
Beauty in motion
 
The chime
In the wind
The sound of music
 
The flowers
Diamonds
On the charged landscape
Of a glorious city
 
Diamonds
The flowers
On the charged landscape
Of a glorious city
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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Feverish Agenda
 
Mosquito seeks
New term of office
In the slum
 
At a biting cost
To the slum
 
At a feverish cost
To the slum
 
Mosquito pushes
Its feverish agenda
With an impressive speed
 
Malarial pulses rise
In combat
To bring bodies down
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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Glowing Pictures
 
The world needs
Brand of tongues
That paint
Glowing pictures
 
Pictures eager
To ramp up
The sky to greater brilliance
Free from pollution
 
Pictures smarter
Than the glitter
Of blood diamond
 
The sum of the pictures
A portrait
That changes the world
In astronomical leaps
And extraordinary bounds
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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Happy Birthday, Nigeria
 
Stay on the enchanting road
Of freedom of expression
 
Nestle in
Pure love
 
Move for the steady
Stay of beauty
 
Move with
The victory of unity
 
Power on
With the magnificent views
Of the universes of beauty 
 
Golden steps expand
The sphere of diversity
 
Golden steps
Expand
The sphere of unity
 
Your universes
The ethnic groups
With beautiful voices
The ethnic groups
With beautiful designs
 
Your pride
Beautiful diversity
 
Your joy
Beautiful diversity
 
Diversity
With the beautiful
Sphere of unity
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Unity nestles the diversity
 
In your loaded land
Of things beautiful
Special sights
To see
 
Two rivers
Unite into a river
 
Two rivers
The enchanting River Niger
The enchanting River Benue
Unite into a river
 
The famous River Niger
The great fountain
Journeying
To the greater Atlantic
 
Land of mountains
Beautiful and breathtaking
 
Of enchanting hills
Of enchanting valleys
Charmingly beautiful
 
The constant magnificence
Of Zuma Rock
 
The constant charm
Of Olumo Rock
 
The landscape sports
Honey-colored things
 
Sumptuous views of sunrise
Stellar views of sunset
 
The torch lights of dawn
Carries the exciting
Events of variety
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The torch lights of dusk
Carries the dramatic
Events of diversity
 
The visible touch
 
 
The glowing touch
Of the stay
Of harmony
In the seasons
Of charming cycles
 
The coat of arm
The giant display
Of lovely unity
 
The coat of arm
The giant display
Of lovely diversity
 
Variety of great tongues
With the beautiful carriage
Of vibrant diversity
Paints the national anthem
Paints the national pledge
With the mighty
Color of unity
With the mighty
Color of harmony
 
Beautiful birds
In towered high harmony
In the land
Of classic savannah
 
Beautiful birds
In towered high harmony
In the land
Of masterpiece forests
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Bright ways
Up the star steps
Of the atmosphere
 
Songs with the enchanting
Themes of variety
Winds up the sky
 
Dance pulses
With the enchanting
Marks of variety
Drives harmony
To the top
Of the sky
 
Golden climbs
Up to the highs
Of magnificent views
 
Game-changing settings
Of grand destinations
 
Intense sprawl
Of hearty reaches
Of healthy perspectives
 
Intense reach
Of hearty reaches
Of healthy heights
 
 
Adorns the giant land
Decorates the giant land
 
Deeply
 
With the enchanting
Resolution of grand inspiration
 
Extraordinarily charming
The magnificence
Of my country, Nigeria
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Happy birthday, Nigeria
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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Happy New Year, Nigeria
 
The New Year
The dominant theme
Of the stimulating time
 
The time pulses
With a gallant atmosphere
Reflecting the will
Of the exciting season
 
Waiting for the New Year
Counting the rich pulses
 
Reading the echoes
Of the busy night
Peopled with excitement
 
In the enchanting eve
Of the New Year
Waiting for the New Year
The prized dreams
 
The prized dreams
Float in the atmosphere
 
The prized dreams
Populate the atmosphere
 
The enchanting vision
Of the New Year
Carry the banner of magnificence
 
The enchanting eve
Of the New Year
Flies an elegant
Kite of eloquent vision
 
In the New Year
The glamorous River Niger
Will still flow
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Poetically
 
The glorious cardinal points
Will still pulse
In beautiful configurations
 
The evergreen rainbow
Will still mount
A colorful formation
Of colorful colors
 
The evergreen rainbow
Will still mount
A colorful formation
Of colorful colors
Beautifully
Over that sweet area
Of the Earth
Called Nigeria
 
The sweet National Anthem
Will be sang
More beautifully
 
The sweet National Pledge
Will be sang
More beautifully
 
The beautiful birds
Of the classic savannah
Will sing
More beautifully
 
The beautiful birds
Of the masterpiece rainforest
Will sing
More beautifully
 
The enchanting Ikogosi Spring
Will still dazzle the world
With its wonder
Of a charming mix media
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Of warm water
And cold water
 
The enchanting Kusugu Well of Daura
Will still decorate the world
With its charming
Historical beauty
 
The enchanting dreams
Of the New Year
Floats in the atmosphere
 
The night is peopled
With excitement
 
The night is peopled
With joy
 
Mobile signs and symbols
Ride the packed tide
 
Steady signs and symbols
Follow the packed tide
 
Pop ups of fanfares
In gallant arrays
 
The tide of the night
In jubilant mood
 
The launches of the resolutions
Of New Year
 
The night sky
Ripe for
More fruits of fanfares
 
The breathless passage
Of the old year
 
Breaking the multicolored
Barriers of midnight
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The New Year
 
Groomed Chants erupt
Through the swollen fountains
Of the marvelous midnight
 
Groomed shouts erupt
Through the swollen fountains
Of the marvelous midnight
 
Happy New Year!
Happy New Year!
Happy New Year!
 
New Year
Fresh with the flair
Of effervescent life
 
New Year
Fresh with the flair
And fanfares
Of effervescent life
 
Jubilant mood
Follows the time
 
Jubilant mood
Follows the night
 
Jubilant mood
Follows the New Year
 
Jubilant mood
Polishes the New Year
 
Gala nights fly
With the sweet thunder
Of gallant hurrahs
 
Banquets fly
By the happy dazzle
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Of the happy time
 
Happy voices ring
And decorate the world
Blissfully
With the golden
Worth of music
 
Golden sounds
Of dramatic drums
Posses the atmosphere
 
Convoy of golden sounds
Of famed flutes
Posses the atmosphere
 
Sweet sashaying
Sweet shouts
Roam the atmosphere
With electric voices
 
Giant jamborees
Of wondrous beauty
Roam the atmosphere
 
The owl hoots
Beautifully
The owl hoots
Musically
In glorious consonance
With the joyful mood
Of the time
 
The owl hoots
Beautifully
The owl hoots
Musically
In glorious consonance
With the happy mood
Of the time
 
Happy New Year, Nigeria
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In this New Year
Let the arrays
Of wonderful elements
Follow you
 
Let the giant
Flair for creativity
Crown you
 
Let the calculations
Of the New Year
Be glorious
With crystal clear classics
 
Let the charming love
Of the environment be
 
Let national honors
Go to
Great people
 
Happy New Year, Nigeria
 
In this New Year
Cultural displays
Pulse
In favor of milestones
 
Tongues sing
Of wondrous love
With tom toms of peace
 
Live with
The pulsations of justice
 
Gather for
Crime free world
 
Connect to
Forgotten great heritages
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Polish
The fountains of knowledge
 
Shine
The fonts of wisdom
 
Smash
The goals of corruptions
 
Triumph
To wise spending
 
Yes
To the sweet
Unity of the people
 
Yes
To the sweet
Chants of innocence
 
Beware 
Of bad debt
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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Innocent Children
 
Cinematic quality
The appearance of innocent children
 
Classic music
The voice of innocent children
 
The children
With golden cadence
Their voices are
Sufficiently recognized
In the enchanting music
Halls of the world
 
The enchanting children
Records innocence
With the shiny waves
Of their twinkles
 
Great atmosphere
The scene of the enchanting children
With the heavy
Poise of innocence
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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Rejection
 
Closing the border
Against the tidal
Flow and roll
And bounce of love
 
Waving
Celebrating
The ravenous insignia
Seeking fuller career
In the creation of disaster
 
The hell of conflicts
 
The rejection of dying people
From dying countries
 
The rejection of dying people
From deadly countries
 
Prized beings
Groping for higher deals
As they sink and sink and sink
Into the hell
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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Sweetest Lovely Love
 
I love you
Is love
In glorious ascension
 
To the enchanting domain
Of great sweetness
 
I love you
 
The love of you
Is a dazzling life
Of lovely love
 
The love of you
Is lovely love
In darling motion
 
The love of you
Is lovely love
In fantastic fair
Of fine beauty
 
I know
I love you
 
I know
You love me
 
You know
I love you
 
You know
You love me
 
We know
We are in love
 
We know
We are in lovely love
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We know
We are in the sweetest
Lovely love
 
We are in the thematic
Pool of love
 
We are in the tantalizing
Thematic pool of love
 
We are in the tantalizing
Thematic pool of love
 
We are
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
In the tantalizing
Pool of lovely love
 
We are
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
In the sweet
Pool of lovely love
 
We are
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
In the sweetest
Pool of lovely love
 
Our smile comes
From the sweet deep
Root of love
 
Our smile expresses
The sweet deep
Root of love
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Our laughter is
From the cradle
Of love
 
Our laughter expresses
The cradle of love
 
In
London
In
Beijing
In
Ukana
In
Bangalore
In
New York City
In
Sidney
Wherever we are
We sing and dance and play
In darling degrees
And darling dimensions
And darling echoes of love
 
The thematic pool of love
Expresses classic
Beauty of love
 
We live
In the thematic
Pool of love
 
Spiritedly
I love you
 
Electrically
I love you
 
Poetically
I love you
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Sweetly
I love you
 
Passionately
I love you
 
Emotionally
I love you
 
I know
I love you
 
We know
We are
In the thematic
Pool of love
 
The lovely voice
From lovely you
Is a golden voice
In the lovely scene
Of lovely love
 
My love
I love you
 
I love you
My love
 
My love
Your golden voice
Is a golden echo
Of lovely love
In the lovely
Landscape of lovely love
 
The pendulum of love
Swings in our favor
 
The sweet pendulum
Of lovely love
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Sweetly swings
In our favor
 
We are
In a glowing
Position of love
 
We sweetly stand
On the beautiful
Ground of love
 
We happily stand
On the beautiful
Ground of love
 
We love
In good faith
 
The gallant oscillation
Of our love
Is in sweet
Full swing
 
In the lovely name
Of lovely love
We bath
In the sterling showers
Of marvelous moonlight
 
In the lovely name
Of lovely love
We bath
In the sterling showers
Of sterling sunshine
 
In the lovely name
Of lovely love
We bath
In the sterling showers
Of sterling starlight
 
We are
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In lovely
Position of love
 
Lovely
We go
For perfectly formed love
 
We are in
Perfectly formed love
 
There is always
Beautiful love
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful twilight
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful starlight
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful moonlight
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful sunlight
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful sunshine
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful sunrise
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful sunset
In our love
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There is always
Beautiful dawn
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful morning
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful noon
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful night
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful atmosphere
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful air
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful mist
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful silence
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful solitude
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful sound
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful song
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In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful music
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful dance
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful romance
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful story
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful legend
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful glitter
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful shine
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful reflection
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful glamour
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful rainbow
In our love
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There is always
Beautiful spring
In our love
 
There is always
Beautiful harmony
In our love
 
There is always
Beauty in our love
 
There is always
Beautiful love
In our love
 
We fantastically feast
In the attractive atmosphere
Of pure love
 
We sweetly stay
In the sweet scene
Of pure love
 
We sweetly declare
Beautiful faith
In the blissfulness
Of our lovely love
 
We glory
With our love
In the nice neighborhood
Of lovely stars
 
We glory
 
Classic
The glorification
Of our love
 
Musical
The sweet sound
Of our love
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Sweet
The marvelous music
Of our love
 
We lovingly fly
The loving
Aircraft of love
 
We lovingly fly
In the loving
Aircraft of love
 
We lovingly sail
The loving
Ship of love
 
We lovingly sail
In the loving
Ship of love
 
We love honeymoon
In the moon
 
We breathe
The air of love
In the enchanting
Atmosphere of love
 
We breathe
The atmosphere of love
In the enchanting
Air of love
 
We live
A blissful life
In the garden
Of blissful love
 
Lovely
We go
For perfectly formed love
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We are happy
With the beautiful form
Of our love
 
Our playground
Is the field
Of beautiful love
 
Our air
Is the atmosphere
Of beautiful love
 
Our music is love poem
 
Our music
Is the song of love
 
Our life
Is loyal to love
 
Our love
Is all time
 
Our world
Is the world of love
 
Our lovely
Point of lovely view
Is that love
Is lovely
 
Our lovely song
Lovely song
Of lovely love
 
Our love echoes
Lovely echoes
Of lovely love
 
Our lovely dance
Lovely dance
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Of lovely love
 
Our lovely acts
Lovely acts
Of lovely love
 
Our acts of love
Iconic performance
 
Our lovely love
Is in a beautiful
Lovely position
 
Our song of love
Is a golden art of love
 
Our dance of love
Is a golden art of love
 
Our acts of love
Is a golden art of love
 
Our song of love
In the garden of love
Is a golden art of love
 
Our dance of love
In the garden of love
Is a golden art of love
 
Our acts of love
In the garden of love
Is a golden art of love
 
Our love
Is all time
 
Our love
Is as lively as life
 
Our love
Is as lovely as life
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Our love
Beautifully adds
To the beautiful canon
Of true love
 
Our love
Polishes the world
 
Our love
Is a lovely
Inspiration for the world
 
The beauty of our love
Is more beautiful
Than the beauty
Of the sun and the moon and the stars
 
The beauty of our love
Is more beautiful
Than the beauty
Of gold and diamond and silver
 
The beauty of our love
Is more beautiful
Than the beauty
Of the rainbow
 
The beauty of our love
Is more beautiful
Than the beauty
Of sunrise and sunset
 
The beauty of our love
Is more beautiful
Than the beauty
Of twilight
 
The beauty of our love
Is more beautiful
Than the beauty
Of morning
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The beauty of our love
Is more beautiful
Than the beauty
Of noon
 
The beauty of our love
Is more beautiful
Than the beauty
Of night
 
The beauty of our love
Is more beautiful
Than the beauty
Of flowers
 
Love is
Honeymoon on the moon
 
Love is honeymoon
On the moon
 
Love is longer
Than the horizon
 
Love is longer
Than the horizons
Of the high
 
Love is taller
Than the mountain
 
Love is taller
Than the mountains
Of the high
 
Love is higher
Than the sky
 
Love is higher
Than the sky
Of the high
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Love is higher
Than the high
Of the constellations
Of the stars
 
Love is higher
Than the heights
Of the constellations
Of stars
 
Love is longer
Than the horizons
Of the high
 
Love is taller
Than the mountains
Of the high
 
Love is higher
Than the sky
Of the high
 
Love is higher
Than the heights
Of the constellations
Of stars
 
Love is deeper
Than the valley
 
Love is deeper
Than the valleys
Of the deep
 
Love is brighter
Than the sun and the moon and the stars
 
Love is brighter
Than the glow of gold
 
Love is brighter
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Than the radiance of diamond
 
Love is brighter
Than the sparkle of silver
 
Love is brighter
Than the spark of a spring
 
Love is brighter
Than the giant steps of sunrise
 
Love is brighter
Than the giant steps of sunset
 
Love is brighter
Than the giant echo of twilight
 
Love is brighter
Than the giant echo of dawn
 
Love is brighter
Than the giant echo of noon
 
The frontier of love
Is limitless
 
The frontier of love
Is expansive
 
The frontier of love
Is lovely
 
The frontier of love
Is gracefully graceful
 
The frontier of love
Is harmonious
 
The frontier of love
Is a crystal clear sharpness
 
The frontier of love
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Is a crystal clear loveliness
 
The frontier of love
Is a crystal clear shapeliness
 
The frontier of love
Is a crystal clear charm
 
The frontier of love
Is a crystal clear shapely charm
 
The echo of love
 
The echo of love
Is music
 
The echo of love
Is lovely music
 
The echo of love
Is musical
 
The echo of love
Is beautiful
 
The echo of true love
Is beatific
 
The echo of true love
Is heavenly
 
The echo of love
Is a lovely homecoming
 
The echo of love
Is a lovely journey
 
The echo of love
Is an epochal odyssey
 
The echo of love
Is a wonderful oeuvre
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Full of wonders
 
The echo of love
Is a lovely
And wondrous
Lovely experience
 
The pains of love
The pains of lovely love
 
The pains of love is beautiful
The pains of lovely love is beautiful
 
The pains of love is sweet
The pains of lovely love is sweet
 
Love makes the pain of love
powerless
 
Love makes the pain of lovely love
Powerless
 
Love makes the pain of love
Sweet
 
Love makes the pain of lovely love
Sweet
 
Love makes the pain of love
Lovely
 
Love makes the pain of lovely love
Lovely
 
Love makes the pain of love
Beautiful
 
Love makes the pain of lovely love
Beautiful
 
Love makes the pain of love
No pain of love
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Love makes the pain of lovely love
No pain of love
 
No pain of love
 
Love is love
Of the love of love
 
Love is the love
Of the love of life
 
Love is the love
Of the love of the beatific
 
Love is the love
Of the love
Of the beauty of the beatific
 
Love is the love
Of the love
Of the wealth of love
 
Love is the love
Of the love
Of the love of love
 
Love is the love
Of the love
Of the wealth
Of the love of love
 
Love is the love
Of the love
Of the love
Of the wealth of love
 
Love beautifully
Paints the world
 
Love beautifully
Polishes the world
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Love gracefully
Paints the world
 
Love gracefully
Polishes the world
 
Love is golden!
 
Love is a golden
Gift to the world
 
Love is a golden
Gift for the world
 
Love is gallant!
 
Love is a gallant
Cadence for the world
 
Love is a golden
Atmosphere for the world
 
Love is a golden
Air for the world
 
Love is a golden
Flavor for the world
 
Love is a golden
Theme for the world
 
Love is a golden
Tempo to the world
 
Love is a golden
Horizon for the world
 
Love is a golden
Sky for the world
 
Love is a golden
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Charm for the world
 
Love is a golden
Harmony for the world
 
The zone of love!
 
The zone of love
Is the zone of love
 
The zone of love
Is the fountain of love
 
The zone of love
Is the fountain of bliss
 
The zone of love
Is the fountain
Of blissful bliss
 
The zone of love
Is the fountain
Of blissful love
 
The zone of love
Is the fountain
Of blissful lovely love
 
The fountain of love!
 
The fountain of love
Is bliss
 
The fountain of love
Is blissful
 
The fountain of love
Is blissfully lovely
 
The fountain of love
Is a blissful love
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The fountain of love
Is a blissful lovely love
 
The fountain of love
Is a blissful
Lovely love
 
Love
 
Lovely love
Lovely lovely love
Lovely lovely lovely love
 
Lovely lovely lovely
 
As we love
The world grows
 
We are
In a glowing
Position of love
To illuminate the world
 
We are
In a glowing
Position of love
To illuminating the world
 
We sweetly sit
On our sweetly storied
Canvas of love
Painting the world
With lovely love
 
As we love
The world grows
 
We support love
In loves
Lovely action
To make
The world lovely
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The world grows
As we love
 
Raise the echo of love
Like a flag
 
Fly the echo of love
Like a flag
 
Raise the echo of love
Like a banner
 
Fly the echo of love
Like a banner
 
The world grows
As we love
 
Raise the echo of love
Like a flag
 
Raise the echo of love
Like a banner
 
Fly the echo of love
Like a flag
 
Fly the echo of love
Like a banner
 
The world grows
As we love
 
My love
I love you
 
I love you
My love
 
Love is honeymoon
On the moon
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The world grows
As we love
 
My love
I love you
 
I love you
My love
 
Love is honeymoon
On the moon
 
The world grows
As we love
 
My love
I love you
 
I love you
My love
 
Love is honeymoon
On the moon
 
The world grows
As we love
 
My sweetest lovely love
I love you
 
I love you
My sweetest lovely love
 
Love is honeymoon
On the moon
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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Thank You For Being The Champion
 
Thank you for being
The champion
 
You are
The talking point
 
You always
Come back for victory
 
You love
Clutching landslide victory
 
You have
The foundation of success
 
You never
Lost touch of great win
 
You
Always
On the beautiful side
Of victory
 
Excellent say
To you
From victory
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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The Crossroads Of Your Waking Hour
 
Glamour dominates
Your waking hour
 
Glorious songs
Of great birds
 
Glorious rays
Of great sun
 
Superb atmosphere
Of morning dew
 
Superior in glamour
The glorious songs
 
Superior in charm
The glorious rays
 
Superior in beauty
The morning dew
 
In combat
Songs and rays and morning dew
 
The crossroads of your waking hour
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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The Song Queen
 
She rules
The air waves
With beautiful voice
 
She who rules
The airwaves
With beautiful voice
 
Carves the cadence
Reflecting the effervescent
Views of beauty
 
Loads the cadence
That makes up beauty
 
She waves
A legendary appetite
For uploading
The punches, the loads
Of peaked beatific sandbags
In the exciting neighborhood of beauty
 
She goes
She comes
With superb entries
In the multicolored
Languages of the horizon
 
She covers
A lot
Of the territory of beauty
 
She
The immaculate
Song queen
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Uchechukwu Agodom
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You Hold The Talent
 
Move with
The quickening tempo
Of lightening
To win distant echoes
To convert them
To orbs of music
For universal acceptability
With the long
Arm of sustainability
Not contaminated
With mocking ovation
 
Shine your way
To constellation
 
Hold
Demonstration of light
To show support
For the credo
Of illumination
 
Shine your way
To constellation
 
You hold the talent
To generate huge wins
 
Uchechukwu Agodom
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